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No bottled water provided.
Reminded all participants to Bring
Your Own cup and bottle to enjoy
coffee and tea provided by local
social enterprises, and refill water
at water points.

No goodie bags given. Collection of collaterals
and sponsored gifts on a take-what-you-need
basis using attendees’ own bags.

Estimated no. of disposables saved
300 goody bags
300 water bottles
4000 each of plates
spoons, forks and cups
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NETWORK (SLAN)

4

Paper
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Collaboration with local ground-up
initiative, Foodscape Collective, to
procure catering using rescued
ingredients from a food supply
social enterprise, ensure only
reusable tableware provided and
activate volunteers at the end of
each meal to rescue any excess food

Paperless initiative:
conference booklet.
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"In plenary session 1A, I appreciated
the emphasis on the role of the
community in influencing the S-L of
educational institutions. In plenary
session 1B, I appreciated the emphasis
on the social responsibility role of
Higher Education through S-L. This
should be part of measuring in the
Global University rankings."
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"The discussions provided
different experiences in
service learning in different
contexts and thus the
different definitions of social
responsibility."
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About Plenary Session 2

"Great sharing of examples
and ideas!"
"In plenary session 2, I
appreciated how sensitivity to
community partners is emphasized
and the importance of putting
emphasis on people first before
the project."
Concurrent Breakout Session
"I like the resource sharing
workshops
and
paper/panel
presentations!"

"Learnt new knowledge and
met like-minded people."
"Interesting thing at the time of the
poster. There are activities in coloring
pictures of interesting icons in the city
of Singapore."

"Proportional between
practice and academic."

62.3%

To remain inclusive while reducing paper Programme Booklets, a
limited number were sold at $10 each, raising a total of S$260 in
donations to National Kidney Foundation, Singapore.

General feedback

"The invited speakers are
very good!"
"Many Renowned S-L scholars and
many practitioners from different
countries."

"Gathering of the experts of
S-L."

"The presentations/sharing of very
competent speakers from universities
in Asia and US."

"The discussions provided
different experiences in service
learning in different contexts
and thus the different
definitions of social
responsibility.."

